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Abstract
In the contemporary years, all CPU designers have
moved from multi-core architecture to multi-core
architecture with Hyper-Threading to ramp up clock
speeds of multi-core processors. The conceptof memory
mapped files have been widely supported by most of the
contemporary operating systems. It is not un-common to
employ memory mapping of files in applications involving
hugeI/O bandwidth to advance the response times. This
paper mainly focuses on performance evaluation of
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memory mapped files on i3,i5 and i7 processors
usingclustering algorithms such as k-meansalgorithm with
OpenMp. Experiments are carried out with serial versions
and parallel versions with mmap() and fread().
Experimental results demonstrate the scalability of our
implementation and effective utilization of parallel
hardware, which is beneficial to Data Mining (DM)
problems, which involves huge data sets. The experiments
also proved that mmap() files gives improved performance
compared to conventional fread() files.

1

Introduction

In the present scenario each business organization has massive
competition to achieve success. So, each business organization
makes strategic selections in order to attain success. Nowadays, a
massive quantity of data is generating by daily activities in
Science, Engg., Business and plenty of alternative areas, because
of the fast advances in mechanisation and digitalisation
techniques. Sometimes, users might have no proper idea on which
information is more helpful. The major aim of data mining is to
find hidden patterns from huge repositories. Irrespective of the
application field, data mining allows to find useful hidden patterns
and correlations from huge repositories which can be helpful in
decision making process[1]. So, the main challenging task is to
extract hidden knowledge from that voluminous data. It is
essential to have a data mining system which will be able to mine
various kinds of hidden patterns and knowledge to fulfill the needs
of different users or applications. The data mining is a process
which is able to use wide variety of tools to extract knowledge
from massive datasets. The synonym of data mining is Knowledge
Discovery in Databases (KDD) because it is capable of integrating
different techniques form different disciplines such as neural
networks, statistics, machine learning, database technology and
information retrieval, etc.[1]. Data mining has several aspects like
predictive modelling or classification, cluster analysis, association
analysis, anomaly detection and regression analysis etc.
Complexity of all these algorithms depend on time and space.
With respect to the size of the dataset the complexity of these
2
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algorithms grow linearly, so these are very time consuming. There
are different techniques to reduce the time requirement of CPU
for the data mining applications[3,5,6]
UNIX and windows operating systems uses a special I/O
technique called Memory Mapped I/O to access very large files.
Memory Mapped I/O is a variant file accessing technique which is
widely supported by various operating systems such as window,
linux, debain, Ubuntu [7, 9, 10, 11]. In traditional file I/O, process
has to switch from user mode to kernel mode to read a block of
data into process address space. But, whereas in memory mapped
I/O, file is directly mapped to process address space and file will
be treated as an extension of virtual address space. So, memory
mapped file gives better performance compared to traditional file
I/O since it does not require any context switching[2,8].
In the contemporary years, all CPU designers have moved
from multi-core architecture to multi-core architecture with
Hyper-Threading to ramp up clock speeds of multi-core
processors[4]. A multi-core processor is an integrated chip which
contains two or more independent processors which run
simultaneously for enhanced performance [8]. A core can be
thought of as an individual processor. A dual-core processor has
two internal processors fabricated into a single chip. A quad-core
model has four processors i.e two dual-core processors fabricated
into a single chip. More cores are useful for multi-tasking
applications. For example, you can run two applications at the
same time, each one having access to its own dedicated processor.
More cores are also useful for multi-threaded applications such as
video editing. Single-threaded applications can only use a single
core leaving any others idle. Core i3 processors have two cores,
i5and i7 have four cores.
Hyper-Threading is Intel’s technology for creating two logical
cores in each physical core. In other words, to your operating
system it appears as though your CPU has double the number of
cores than it really does.
In terms of performance,
Hyper-Threading speeds up multi-tasking and multi-threaded
applications. It’s not as fast or as efficient as extra ’real’ cores,
but it’s an improvement over a single Core. A Core i3-4370
Haswell processor runs at 3.8GHz and a Core i5-4590, which only
has a clock speed of 3.2GHz. A single threaded application runs
3
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faster on i3 rather than i5. However, a multithreaded applications
run faster on i5 rather than i3, as its four real cores are better
than the Core i3’s two cores and Hyper-Threading.
In this experiment, a popular k-meansclustering algorithm is
parallelized using OpenMP API(Application programming
interface)[4] to exploit the capabilities of latest hardware. An
experiment is carried out with k-means data mining (DM)
algorithm, to explore the potential of i3, i5 and i7 architectures.
The concept of memory mapped file is widely supported by most
of the modern operating systems.
Performance of memory
mapped k-means algorithm and fread based k-means algorithm on
Multi-core processor is analyzed. Experiment results with our
simulated data demonstrates that the scalability of our
implementation and effective utilization of parallel hardware with
Hyper-Threading. Experiment results demonstrate that memory
mapped algorithm gives better performance compared to the
traditional file I/O.

2

Experimental setup

The parallelized k-means with fread() and mmap() have not
altered the original algorithm, i.e they produced identical results
as serial k-means algorithm. The k-means algorithm with fread()
and with mmap() are parallelized using OpenMP API. The
Parallelized K-Means algorithm with OpenMp is tested with file
size of over 5GB simulated data. Computational time requirement
of k-means algorithm with fread() and mmap() functions is
observed with our simulated data.
Computational time is
measured in clock ticks. The objective of this paper is to analyse
the performance improvement in mmap() based k-means
clustering algorithm over fread() based k-means clustering
algorithm, with respect to its execution time. Experiments are
carried out with the converted binary data. The experiments are
carried out on the following processors:
• Intel(R) CoreTM 2 Quad CPU Q6600 @2.40GHz processor, 1
MB(Megabyte) Cache memory, 1 gigabyte (GB) RAM
(Random Access Memory) is used in our study.
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• Intel(R)
CoreTM 2
i3-4005U
processor
@1.70GHz,
4MB(Megabyte) Cache memory, 4 gigabyte (GB) RAM
(Random Access Memory) is used in our study.
• Intel(R) CoreTM 2 i5-24005U X 4 processor @ 1.70GHz, 4
MB(Megabyte) Cache memory, 4 gigabyte (GB) RAM
(Random Access Memory) is used in our study.
• Intel(R) CoreTM 2 i7-4510U processor 2.00GHzX4 processor,
4 MB(Megabyte) Cache memory, 4 gigabyte (GB) RAM
(Random Access Memory) is used in our experiment.
Ubuntu 14.04.3, 64bit operating system is used to study the
performance of parallel k-means algorithm with mmap() and
without mmap().To observe the performance of parallelized
k-means with fread() and mmap() we have varied number of
samples, clusters and dimensions on dual core, I3, I5 and I7
processors as shown in fig 1 to 9. We could observe that mmap()
is consistently taking less time than fread() independent of the
dimensionality, number of samples and clusters. In order to see
the performance of mmap() over fread() with varying
dimensionality, clusters and number of samples,we have carried
out experiments which are shown from fig 10 to 14. To see the
benefit of mmap() over fread() with varying number of clusters,
we have conducted experiments, which were presented from
Figure 10 to 12.
Experiments are carried out to see the
performance of mmap() with varying number of dimensions as
shown in fig 13. The observations in fig 14 indicate that the
mmap() is showing its benefit over fread() independent of varying
number samples. We could observe that the advantage of mmap()
over fread() with all our experiments on all the selected input
parameters . In all the architectures, we have observed that the
mmap based k-means algorithm is more scalable with respect to
number of cores and hyper threads in our implementation.

3

Conclusion

The scalability of parallelized k-means algorithm with OpenMP is
studied on dual core, i3, i5 and i7 with ubuntu operating system.
Experiments show that scalability of Parallelized k-means
5
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algorithm increases with number of cores. It is also observed that
scalability increases with number of Hyper-Threads also. It also
shows that parallelized algorithms with mmap() are more scalable
than parallelized algorithms with fread() irrespective of number of
samples, number of dimensions and number of clusters. Our
observations also reveal that the computational benefit of mmap()
over fread() based algorithms is independent of number of
dimensions, number of samples and number of clusters. The
advantage of mmap() increases as number of cores and number of
Hyper-Threads increases.
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